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brad and linda are compared here as they are both of similar 
age, and both used for 2012 chanel advertisements in the same 
magazine. brad, allowed to embrace his natural age. linda, bullied 
into masking it. as women, media has trained us to see aging as a 
weakness. as scary and undesirable it’s bizarre that ‘you look old’ is 
now an insult and that, at 38, i’m considered ‘over the hill’. the target 
has become an ageless, cartoon-smooth face without evidence of 
life experience. i used to aim for that one-dimensional look and take 
part in dangerous cosmetic procedures. i eventually realized that i 
have many layers to appreciate and express. don’t buy the lies. don’t 
feed into this oppressive system. you are not a static, emotionless, 
photoshopped image. you are a living, feeling, and experiencing, 

forever changing human being.



1 cup warm water

INGREDIENTS:

1 packet of active dry yeast

1 tbsp. coconut sugar

3 cups organic flour

1 tsp. fine sea salt

pasta or pizza sauce of your choice

a tiny bit of olive oil

toppings (chopped fresh basil, sliced mushrooms, tin 
pineapple, basil, fresh tomato, green baby spinach.)

cruelty-free pizza box
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1
in a bowl, add the yeast and sugar to the warm water. mix until the ingredients dissolve. let sit for about 5 
minutes until a foamy surface appears, this means the yeast is activated. in a separate bowl, combine the 

flour and salt. add the olive oil and yeast mixture and stir until it is mixed, about 1 or 2 minutes.

4
roll the dough, from the bottom to the top, into a tube.

5
using a sharp knife, cut out slices about 1” or so thick. gently and carefully transfer them to a non-stick 

baking sheet, or a baking sheet covered in parchment paper.

6
bake for 18-20 minutes or until the rolls are golden brown. remove and allow to cool a little before serving 

or adding to lunchbox.

2
turn the mixture onto a floured surface and knead until it becomes smooth, about 7 minutes or so. roll it 
into a ball and place in a slightly oiled bowl, making sure to coat the whole ball with the oil. cover and let 

sit for around 1 hour, allowing the dough to rise.

3
in the meantime, prepare your toppings and preheat the oven to 400 f. after an hour, turn the dough out 
onto a surface and roll out flat into a rectangle. add sauce and toppings. i would recommend leaving lots 

of breathing room near the top.

DIRECTIONS



salsa of your choice.

DIP:

pour the boiling water into a heatproof jug. sprinkle 
with agar and whisk with a fork until it dissolves.

add a little apple juice to the mixture and stir to combine. 
pour the remaining apple juice into a large jug.

divide raspberries among eight 250ml (1-cup) capacity 
mini pudding bowls or rounded teacups.

pour in enough apple-juice mixture to cover the 
raspberries. place the bowls on a tray.

repeat the layering process, in 2 more batches, with the 
blueberries, lychees, and remaining apple-juice mixture.

cover with plastic wrap and place in the fridge 
for 4 hours or until set.

dip the molds, 1 at a time, into hot water for 4 seconds, 
then turn over and add to your lunchbox!

eat first thing at school.

put in the fridge for 30 minutes or until just set.

stir until well combined.

DIRECTIONS:

1 cup white rice

SIDE 01: CARBY RICE

cover with coconut sugar

optional extra, chilli sauce

mix for a sweet treat.

185ml (3/4 cup) boiling water

SIDE 01: FRUIT GELATIN

6 1/2 tsp. powdered agar (vegan gelatin alternative)

685ml (2 3/4 cups) pure apple juice (no added sugar)

200g raspberries

2 large ripe mangoes, cheeks removed, peeled, diced

200g blueberries

16 lychees, peeled, quartered, pitted

2 tbsp. pure apple juice.

Animal gelatin is 
derived from all 

sorts of nasty shit. 
From pig hooves to 

lips and anus. 
Check your bag of 

candy…





be.shine.
repel.

a clear benefit of rocking your natural self is the protective ‘fuck off’ 
aspect it provides.

suddenly you become invisible to fuckbois.

if they do see you, never fear—the depth of your being will repel them. 
they are shallow surface-feeders who only want to connect with you 
via their penis. every hole is a goal for these pornhub junkies. once 
they zap your sparkle they move to the next victim. i dated one in my 
naïve younger years. he would half-jokingly call me his ‘cum bucket.’ 
they will charm you into believing they are good guys, who care about 
you. but all they really care about is how sexy you are and your cock-
sucking ability.

they are an easy species to spot, but some can be masters of
camouflage. that is why it’s crucial to present your true self. to let
your body hair grow, to go barefaced, and to wear comfortable, 
practical clothing. to shine as you. your realness will weed out the 
phonies. it will reveal you as secure within yourself and not a woman 
they can fuck with, literally.

12 INSIGHTFUL CHAPTERS 
TO UNFUCK YOUR LIFE
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v i s i t  t h e b a n a n a g i r l . c o m

more then 230 pages of inspiration in the   my naked lunchbox eBook
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the fuck you want with your own body. and yes, 
that includes anything inside your body.

bodily autonomy is the right to govern 
one’s own body, free of external influence. 

basically, you may do


